
KARKATAKAM (Cancer)  

Punarvasu (4), Pushya, Aslesha 

Career :   

Explore the options! This March, an offer of collaboration will open new lucrative markets for 

Freelancers. However, professional demands or tensions with an authority figure will leave you 

feeling caged and controlled. Halt all efforts to launch a Start-up, as it will run into costly delays. 

Differences of opinion on a key project will brew up conflicts with seniors. Higher Management will 

feel intense career pressure, to wrap up lingering workload. After 26th , entrepreneurs will play on 

their strengths and problem-solving skills, to topple a stubborn rival. It is a favorable time to 

negotiate a higher status or paygrade at work-place. Those in Marketing will successfully push a 

lucrative project down the finish line. At work-place, a much-awaited leadership position or bonus 

will glide your way.  

Wealth :   

This month, you will research ways to secure more sustainable income streams. Purchase of land or 

property will be settled in beneficial terms. However, read the fine print, before signing any loan or 

money guarantee agreement. Refine your spending habits, as expenses will shoot up without 

warning. Dabbling in market shares will bring in disappointing returns. After 26th, Real estate deals 

will bring in stable pay-cheques. Past investments will begin to show profits. 

Personal :   

Back to your plans! For couples, new vistas will infuse their relationship with fresh energy. Singles 

will gain the attention of an intriguing and attractive love prospect. Students will be successful in 

their attempt to reach their academic goals. Overblown reactions will stir up unnecessary conflicts 

with father. After 15th, travelling to spiritual or a creative retreat with family will be a rewarding 

experience. After 26th, women will gain an enlightened new perspective that will melt their troubles 

away.   

Health :   

This month, it will be important to stay strong and healthy and to keep your stress levels in a 

manageable range. Cutting way back on inflammatory foods and drinks will help in keeping blood or 

stomach-related issues under tight reign. After 14th, those troubled with chest, throat or spine 

issues need to be extra careful. 

Punarvasu (4) :  

You will be introduced to someone special, probably at a social gathering.  

Pushya :  

You will be rescued from a difficult situation, by a complete stranger.  

Aslesha :  

A demand for money or a bill, will dismay you.  

Vedic Remedies :  



Chant one Mala of Maa Durga Mantra ”Sarva Mangala Mangalye shiva Sarvarrtha Saadhike Sharanye 

Tryambake Gauri Naaraayani Namostute” daily. Donate Yellow colour sweets on Thursdays. Visit a 

Lord Vishnu temple on Thursdays and continue to do prayers for at least 5 Thursdays.   

Lal-kitab Remedies :  

Every Saturday after Sunset, light a lamp of Mustard oil under a Peepal tree. Every Friday, chant 

Lalitha Sahasranaam. 

Cautious Dates :   

8, 9, 10 


